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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF CARBONS AND GRAPHITES*

H. T. PrxNrcxt

Deparlment of PhEsics, Llniuersity of Bu,falo, Bufralo, New yorlt

(Manuscript Received November 2, 1953)

This is a review of the experimental data obtained in recent .l-ears at the Universit-v of
Buffalo, the work being undertaken in ¿ concentrated effort to clarif¡- the nature of the elec-
tronic processes in c¿rbons and in particular to check the proposed modet (S. Mrozowski) of
electronic conduction in aromatic solids. Results of studies of electrical resistivity (S. Mrozow--
ski), of infrared absorption and HalI constant (E. A. Kmetko), thermoelectric effect (E. D.
Loebner), influence of acceptors on resistivity and thermoelectric effect (E. A. Kmetko), of
diamagnetic susceptibility and microcryst,alline structure (H. T. Pinnick), and finally of
paramagnetic spin resonance absorption (J. G. Castle, Jr.), all as a function of heat treat-
ment temperature (degree of graphitization) are reported and their meaning briefl¡' discussed.

The term "carbon" includes a class of
solids rvhich are formed lty heating organic
compounds in the absence of air or in a re-
ducing atmosphere. As the temperature is
increased, polymerization occurs and re-
sard le ss of n he j,tr,gr- -!h9* slqfliug- qra!_e¡ ál
was composed of Lo_llf-C_b_a!!- ¡¡rq-Jequles gr

a¡1oqAtic- n[Al9cq!qq-t_he, result of the poly--

!ge!_a?tigl is a system of crosslinked planar
gq4dCg¡g_d_-benz_e.ue-ring. molecules. At the
setting temperature a solid is formed as a
result of the formation of C-C bonds
betn'een neighboring planes, the planes
being stacked parallel in groups like coins in
a bag of money. From 400"C to 700'C, these
condensed ring systems grow gradually, but
all the peripheral carborr atoms are attached
by chemical bonds to hydrogen atoms or
hydrocarbon groups and therefore these sub-
stances are called condensed molecular
solids. For the temperature of heat treat-
ment (HT) about in the range of 700'C-

* Some of the more recent work reviewed here
was supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Re
search. Reproduction in whole or in part is per
mitted for any purpose of the Ilnited St,ates
Government.

t  Now ¿t Metals Research Laboratories,
Electro Metallurgical Company, Niagara Falls,
Neu 'York .

800"C large evoiution of gases occurs which
is due to the hydrogen and hydrocarbon
groups-+ping driven off from the periphery
of the cqrrdensed ring system leaving small
cr¡rstallites rvith a structure similar to
graphite. These microcrystals are built from
staeks of graphite planes. but the planes,
although parallel, laek the directional rela-
tionship rvith one another that is present
in graphite single crystals, and this strueture

:L calLd turbostratlc. .ts ¡¡iG-ñffiñ
from 800oC up to i3000"C, the crystallites
grorv gradually and above2T,'C, the planes
begin, one after the other, to align into the
regula,r' graphite structure (the rotation
occuring rüen the crystallite diameter ex-
ceeds 100 A') until it all becomes polycrys-
talline graphite for HT greater than 2500'C.

The electronic properties of these various
carbons, ranging from molecular solids
through turbostratic microcrystallites to
polycrystalline graphites, sho$¡ wide and
interesting variations. The electronic prop-
erties have been studied quite extensively
in recent years at the tlniversity of Buffalo,
and the results obtained are presented here
in a very condensed form. The most obvious

ry"ry! from the point of view of experi-
t  H. T. Pinnick, J. Chem. Phys.20, 756 (19b2).
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Frc. 1. Electrical resistivity of a soft carbon
at room temperature as a function of heat treat-
ment temperature2.

Fra. 2. Typical plot of log p vs lfT for a con
densed aromatic molecular solids.

mental measurement is the electric resistivity
p at room temperature a,s a function2 of HT.
Startinslvith substances treated to low 11?
one finds that molecular solids (HT betwee
400'C and 700'C) have very high resistivi
ties (See Fig. 1 showing the variation
resistivity with I17 for a typical soft coke)
Additional information about these sub-'

2 S. Mrozowski, Phys. Rev. 86, 609 (1952) and
Errata, Phys. Rev.86, 1056 (1952).

| *u ryr77r7TTTT7 /T::ffi W
Fra. 3. (a) Band picture for a condensed

molecular sol id. (b) Band picture for a baked
carbon (I11' around 1000'C).

"r. ."; :  
i ; ; ;chematic or a-elecrrons in gra-

phitic plane. (b) Schematic of distribution of r-
electrons above and below graphitic planes.

stances can be obtained from a study of the

temperature dependence of resistivity. In-
vestigations of this property for molecular
solidss have shorvn that log p plotted against
1/? gives very nearly a straight line (Fig.
Z).S¡¡sb-a-d€perdqu.se-,iF*chara"cteristicof an
intrinsic qgglirqp"{.u-etor rvhere _the- gtr?nge
in resisLivity rvith temperature is due mainly
to the change-iñ the numhei bf 

-e-lebLibnic

Qarriers. 
'l'he hand fiCture-for anintrinsic

semi-conductor is shown in Fig. 3a. It is
ized by an energy band rvhich is

completely filled rvith electrons at absolute
zero of temperature separated from an
empty or conduction band by an energy
gap €. Each carbon atom has four valence
electrons and in a condensed ring structure,
three of these electrons are engaged in form-
ing regular bonds rvith neighboring carbon
atoms as illustrated in Fig. 4a, rvhile the
fourth or,z--electron, rvhich is responsible for
the fractional bond (resonating double bond)

3I i .  A .  Kmetko ,  Phys .  Rev .  82 ,  456 (1951) .
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has an average distribution in space as shown
in Fig. 4b. Thgqg.:r-electrons are the ones
yliqtr_nU the highest ogcypied bq,4 in lh_esg
m.plSpqlA1-sgl1d5, At temperature above ab-
solute zero, because of the statistical distri-
bution in the thermal energy, a number of
electrons will have sufficient energy to be
lifted into the conduction band and a corre-
sponding number of positive carriers or holes
will be left in the lor,ver zr-band. Therefore
the resistivity will be decrera.qd inversely
proportionally to the number of carriers thus
created which in turn is proportional to the
factor exp(- e/2kT). Consequently, the
resistivity will be proportional to
exp(-e/2kT) and log p vs I/T will be a
straight line with a slope of. e/2k. Not only
does this straight line relationship provide
information that these molecular soüds are
intrinsic semi-conduetors, but the energy
gap e betrveen the filled z.-band and the
conduction band can be calculated from the
slope of the line. Studies3 of the energy gap
as a function of HT for molecular solids
shorv that the energy gap decreases with in-
creasing f1?. (Table I.)

The dependenee of the size of the energy
gap on HT was also checked by studies of
infrared absorptions. If infrared radiation of
frequency z such tbat hv ) e is incident on a
thin film of one of these molecular solids, the
photons will be absorbed by lifting electrons
out of the r-band into the conduction band.
However, when the frequency y is such that
hv 1 e, the photons can no longer be ab-
sorbed and the film should therefore be
tlansparent to radiation with frequencies
lor,ver than v : e/h. This effect is demon-
strated in Fig. 5, which shows the shift of
absorption edge in pyrolyzed cellophane as

'H (Microñs)

Frc. 5. Absorption edge for pyrolyzed cel-
lophane films of different heat treatment3 A,
300"C; B, 350'C; C, 125'C; D, 680"C; E, )00"C.

HT is increased. For higher HT the gap is
smaller and consequently the frequency at
'rvhich the film becomes transparent, given
by z : e/ft, is smaller or the rvavelength tr is
longer. Since the absorption of radiation re-
su!!s inlorn--e óiéctioné'béiñg lifted intó the
co-"a"rtio" 

'bánd, 
these rnólecüiai'" soti¿s

ihould become more conductins under iilu-
mi[!!1!óriarid mi[hi b9 used as áeqegtors for
radiation of wave-lengths up to the absorp-

!91 limi!. !!ris p1gdi.cJ rgt has bqen_slrgcked
ánd it has been shown that condensed
aromatic solids can be used ur ruáiuiio"
áeteétors{. 

'
-Reiurning 

to a consideration of the resist-
ance at room temperature as a function of
HT, a plot of p against 11? is shown in FiE. I
Tor-alypical soft carbon, that is, on" -ád"
from-á-stafting material such as petroleum
coke or coal tar pitch rvhich remains fluid up
!o q,pproximately 450'C (most of the remain-
der of the discussion will be limited to such

¿ B. D. McMichael, E. A. Kmetko and S.
Mrozowski, J. Optical Soc. Am. 44,26 (1954).
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;ioft -qar!ons). Over the range of f17 from

500'C to 800oC, coinciding rvith the range

where the large evolution of gases occurs, the

resistivitydecreases from 107 ohm'cm to 10-'

ohm.cm. The following explanation has been

given for this rapid decrease in resistivity2'

When the hydrogens and hydrocarbons are

driven off from the peripheries of a condensed

ring s¡'stem, some of the o-electrons from

the peripheral carbon atoms t'hich formed a

valence bond rvith the hydrogen or hydro-

carbons are left unpaired (some carbon

atoms become bonded to neighboring crys-

tallites); a r-electron can norv jump from

the z--band into the o-state' forming a spin

pair. The- effect of this is to remove a[ e[€c.

tron irom the zr-band and-tr create a hole at

firé l"p of the filled bano. Consequently, a

iáige nüt"ber of holes or positive charge

carriers are created and this accounts for

the very great drop in resistivity. The band

picture for carbons of this type is illustrated

inFig.3b.lir-e¡e_!1s!iltqtg""lgy__c-?-q-P-Le-!:
ent, but the number of excess holes is so

- iarge..that tbe number' óf electrons excited

lb-e,f-nally into the upper band is negligible

in comparison, and therefore the existence

of the gap does not affect the electronic

properties of carbons with an HT of ftom

800'C up to 2000"C (why this is not true

above 2000o f1?'rvill be clear later).

So far only the gffect of the"number'of

.ulti"tt-á" the resistivity has been consid-

ered, since the change of number of carriers

*a. so great that small changes in scattering

were unimportant for low HT. It becomes

necessary, holvever, to include the scatter-

ing of the carriers in order to explain the rest

of the p vs HT curve. ll-gl:fp!-llY.$.ey!a-
t-i^oq from perfect periodicity in the latlice of

atoms will scatter electrons and thus increase

the resistivity. One source of departures

from perfect periodicity is the thermal mo-

tion of the atoms, and the thermal scattering

causes an increase in resistance lyith increas-

ing temperature. For example, in metals,

where the number of carriers is independent

of temperature, the entire change of resist-

ance is aué to an increase in thermal scat-

tering. -I¡-ca,1b-grrs, there is an additional

scattering at the boundaries of crystallites

_g,nd at the intercrystalline contacts. -For very

small crystallites this scattering overshadow'"

thermal scattering and the resistance is due

glmost entirely to boundary and intercrys-

ialline contact scattering. In Fig. 6 the

reS.U"iiv as a function of temperature is

shorvn for a number of different f1?. For

carbons treated to 1000"C-1100'C, the

temperature coefficient of p is negative,

which shorvs that the intercrystalline scatter-

ing decreases rvith increasing temperatures

since the number of carriers does not change

appreciably rvith temperature. The curves

for polycrystalline graphites with different

HT and the curve for a single crystal are

also shou'n in Fig. 6.
Having discussed scattering, it is advan-

tageous to consider trvo other electronic

,properties rvhich measure more directly the
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Frc. 6. Resistivity vs temperature for carbons

different heat treatment2.of
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Frc. 7. Hall coefficient for a soft carbon as a
function of heat-treatment temperáture6.
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Frc. 8. Thermoelectric power as platinum for
soft carbons as a function of heat-treatment tem-
perature6.

number of carriers in a solid. The Hall effect
and thermoelectric power both depend on
the reciprocal of the number of carriers so
that when the number of carriers is small
their magnitude is large. Their sign also
gives information about the type of carriers,
whether they are electrons or holes. If the
sign of the Hall coefficient and thermoelectric
polver is negative, the predominant carriers
are electrons, while if it is positive, the pre-
dominant carriers are holes. The Hall

coefficients and thermoelectric power6 for
carbons at room temperature as a function
of HT are plotted in Fig. 7 and 8. Botn
graphs show a deelease in masnitude in thé-
Íegion of HT from 50O.C-1ZóO'C, indicat-
ing an increase in the number of carriers.
This increase in the number of carriers is
due to the hydrogens and hydrocarbons
being driven off from the peripheral carbon
atoms and the increase continues until all
the peripheries are almost bare, rvhich occurs
for an HT of approximately 1200"C.

It rvill be noted that the change of sign of
the Hall coefficient (and of the absolute
thermoelectric porver) from * to - takes
place during the process of creating excess
holes. If the carriers are holes, horv can the
sign be negative?_The .posi!,ive qa¡¡!ers,., 91-
hglgq., are really electrons near the top of
the band lvhich go in the opposite direction

Lg_!!rut rvhich we ordinarily expect rvhen ac-
celerated by an electric field. At the bottom
of the band the electrons behave normally,
so somewhere in the band they have to
change from electronlike to hole-like beha-
vior. For HT of about 800"C, so many
electrons are removed from the r-band that
the level below lvhich holes start behaving
like electrons is reached.

Both Hall coefficient and thermoelectric
power increase throughout the range of HT
1200'C-2100oC, shorving a steady decrease
in the number of carriers. Since all the for-
eign atoms have been driven off from the
peripheries already at HT 1300oC, no more
excess holes can be created, but the crvstal-
Llrte srze rs gradually increasing and therefore,
;i--.. - -i _i, -

the relative number of peripheral -o-traps-ri'ñ'ich 
dépends on the ratio of the diameter

of the crystallites to their area decreases and
so does the number of holes in the fillec
band. Somervhere around HT 1700'C the
sign changes back to f again, rvhen the

5 E. A. Kmetl io, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 2lS2 ( lgSZ),
6 E. E. Loebner, Ph¡'s. Rev. 84, 153 (1951) and

Errata, Phys. Rev.86, 1056 (1952).
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band becomes filled above the previously

mentioned critical level.

The plateau in the p vs HT curve in the

ró6" i¡;; 12oo"c-2ooooc can no'd' be
Ñet.jgod, itté 

"ü^¡ér 
of cáirieis is bon-

tinually decreasing due to the gradua-

SfoIlb of . qry,qta[ites, . bu{ the sCatteling
w!!ch- !s primarily due to crystallite boun-
daries and intercrystalline contacts decreases
ilso because of the growth of crystallites'
Tlie ñei résult of the change i¡¡ ¡f¡sse lwo
lÁc-tpis is that the resistivity remains almost

cqnstant.2
Going bac$o the curves of Hall coefficient

and thermorrcui,ric power' after the positive

peak is reached at 2100oC, they both begin

to decrease and eventually change sign

again. The decrease fot HT beyond the peak

shows that the effective number of carriers

is again increasing' This is due to the fact

lbaljbe=eu-etsv_cap":úie¡i;l-dt''ñaui"¿'
steadilv becomes so small f.ot HT greater

qelEgq-lClhaT the- ;¿tiiátion enéi'gv is of
the order of' kr at room temperalure and
u eteitnü¡béi óf éJébtror-E-Qle 1a!ed"bv
tñet-ui *btión i-nto the upper or conduclion
bandi.-For this region of. HT , the resistivity
also begins to decrease, mainly due to the

decrease in scattering and also due to the

possible net increase in the effective number

of carriers or decrease in their effective

masses and consequently increased mobility'

fbg--er'rercI. gqp,{ecrgasgp progressiveiy

until, for large crystals, it becomes zero or

even slightly negative (overlap of bands)7'

Jhe fagt lhat !!r9. Hall coefficient and ther-

m oele ctri c p ower 3I-e-.Il.9C-?!¡Y9. lo-r glaphite

lláicatelttrat when the numbers of electrons
and holes are about equal, the electrons qre

ihe predominant carriers due to smp!191

--effective mass. Fig. 9 summarizes the

changes in the band structure throughout

the range of HT from 400'C to 3000'C' This

band model is a refinement of the model

originally proposeds and later modified2 and

? S. Mrozowski, J. Chem. Phys. 21' 492 (1953)

and Phys. Rcv.92, 1320 (1953).
t  g. Mrozowski, Phys. Rev' 7?,838 (1950)'

H < 6@C SOOeTOCPC 90Cf" ITOCPC > 2200'C f&turd

d .  20Á rs.  zsÁ zs- aoÁ ' t ¡o i  very Lose

,  A E  > O 3 e v  O 5 - O 2 e v  o . l 5 - o . o 3 e v  . O o l e v  < O

9 ' tdncm tot-  lncm o.oosncm < ¡o-3nc. s5.6sttc.

- H o f l c @ t l i c ¡ e d  +  \  -  r '  + t o -  \  -

Fro. 9. Energy band scheme for carbons of

different heat treatmenta.

z

6

F

roffizooo 25oo 3ooo
H E A T  T R E A f M E N f  T E M P  ( " C )

Fra. 10. Relative electrical resistance of a

soft carbon as a function of heat treatment for

three ambient temperaturesg. (a) 90'K; (b)

305'K; (c) 573'K.

seems to give a rough but satisfactory expla-
nation of all the electronic properties of
carbons here reported except the paramag-
netic resonance.

Recently a study has been made of the
thermoelectric power and resistivity as a
function of. HT for three different tempera-
turese. The results of this study are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. The resistivity plateau
extends to higher HT aL the lower-tempera-
ture since the resistivity does not begin to
üó.ñut" ü"til k? is of the same order as-the
áttivái,ion energy, and a smaller activation
e-nergy Corresponds to a carbon treated to a
higlrcr -tqmpqlalu1e. When /c? is large, the
resistivity starts decreasing for a large acti-
vation energy, or for a carbon treated at a
lower temperature.

t E. E. Loebner, Phys. Rev., April (1956).
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oxidation state for carboa with different heat
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Frc. 13. Temperature coefficient of resistance
as a function of oxidation state for carbons with
different heat treatmentss.

the 1800"C carbon, which already has quite
a large number of excess holes in the r-band,
shows a small change in resistance since the
relative change in the number of carriers is
small. Finally, the 1400'C carbon shows
still less change in resistance for the same
reason.

In Fig. 13, the temperature coefficient of
resistance is plotted as a function of the
number of holes introduced into the r-band
by such an oxidation for carbons of different
HTí. Therc is no change for 1400'C and
1800'C carbons, but for the 3000'C carbon
the removal of a small number of electrons
makes a large relative change in the number
of carriers and, consequently, the tempera-
ture coefficient of resistance changes mark-

Frc. n. oo,J";"',*'J..-;: oower ror a
soft carbon as a function of heat treatment for
three ambient temperaturese.

fn a similar manner, the thermoelectric
power at a high temperature starts decreas-
ing for lower HT, that is, for a larger activa-
tion energy, rvhereas the peak at lorv tem-
perature occurs in carbons rvith a smaller
activation energy or larger HT. For HT
below 2100'C, the thermoelectric power is
proportional to the temperature, showing
that baked carbons have a semi-metallic
behavior, the number of carriers being al-
most independent of temperature.

Another experimental method for studying
the electronic processes in carbons is by the
introduction of HSO¿- ions between the
graphite layers. ]4 t1ris case a cor_respq_rydi$
number of electrons is driven out from the
o-üá"d by electrostatic repulsiol arid the
number* lf barriers is changed *it-frout

iUa Jr"d ttr" ól"tuttite siae and the energy
gaps. The first experiments with sulfuric
ions were performed at Argonne Laboratory
on graphitel0, and later investigations rvere
made at the University of Buffalo in rvhich a
number of carbons were studied.s Fig. 12
shows the change in relative resistance as a
function of the number of holes created in
the r-band. The 3000'C carbon, rvhich'when
untreated has a nearly filled z'-band, shows
a large decrease in relative resistance since
the relative change in the number of carriers
is quite large. The relative resistance of the
2200"C carbon changes somewhat less
rapidly than that of the 3000oC carbon, but

r0 G. R. Hennig, J. Chem. Phys.20, 1438 (1952).
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Frc. 14. Thermoelectric power as platinum as a

function of oxidation state for carbons with dif-

ferent heat treatmentss.

for individual carbon atoms, Lo -7.5 X 10-6

per gram, the value for a disordered array of

large crystals, mainly over a small range of

I/? (from 1600"C to 2100'C) and remains

constant for larger sizes. The diamagnetism

for HT less than 1600'C is of a molecular

nature (closed shell diamagnetism2) but it

changes into a free electron diamagnetism

for HT above 2100oC. It is rather difficult

to understand why the susceptibility should

remain constant through the range 2100"C-

3000"C where the Hall coefficient and ther-

moelectric power shorv that the number of

carriers is undergoing a radical change1l.

The steep increase in susceptibility occurs for

crystallite sizes too small for the change to

be ascribed to the rotational ordering of

planes in crystallites. The results show that

the theory of diamagnetism is not in a very

satisfactory state at present and must be

improved before a complete interpretation

of the diamagnetism of carbons will be

possible.
The study of paramagnetic resonance in

carbon provides a way of studying the beha-

vior of individual electrons. Each electron

behaves like a tiny magnet due to its spin

and'rvhen placed in a magnetic field can be

oriented either parallel or anti-parallel to

the field. The difference in energy betrveen

these t'lvo positions depends mainly on the

magnetic moment of the electron, the mag-

netic field, and slightly on the interaction of

the electron'ivith the surrounding medium.

If a radio-frequency field of frequency z such

ihat h, is equal to the energy difference be-

tween the trvo orientations of the spin is
-ñplieil,it 

e.i 
",t".gy 

is absorbed by a reson-

ance effect, resulting in a flipping over of the

ólectron spins. Since the magnetic field and

I can be measured, the magnetic moment of

the electrons can be determined and this

gives information as to horv "free" in the

given medium the electronic spins are. lhe
grnount,of rf energy absorbed gives informa-

tion'-álibut thé number of carriers, and the

át"o-rt bv iuhicir'or't"'.ur, vary the magnetic

Fra. 15. t^:^:;;ribility or carbons as a

function of the heat treatment temperaturell'

edly with oxidation. The results for thermo-
electric power are plotted in Fig. 14 and the
general trend is very much the same5. Tl9I9
.i¡ little gff-ect o¡ the 1800"C carbon, y!g{e
the 

"u-¡et 
of excess holes-is lárge, büi-Tor

aóOO:C carbon, rvhere the rél'atiió bhange in
nurr er of carriers is large, the thermoelec-
tric power changes very stronglY.

U$IC!|" propqlllqs iglnlsh still another
method of stüdÍing the electronie processes
íñ-iá¡¡O"s ánd in sorhe-réspéct should give
morddirect lnfórmation sinee they lfié-ffié
Hall effect for a síngle carrier are independ-
ent of scattering. The diamagnetic suscepti-
bitity of carbons at room temperature has
been investigatedll as a function of I17 and
the results are shorvn in Fig. 15. The sus-
ceptibility increases from the value - 0.5
X 10-6 per gram, which is the susceptibility

11 H.  T .  P inn ick ,  Phys .  Rev .94 '  319 (1954) .
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starting materials rvhich solidify at much
towei té:iii¡]eiftrire" and thus pór.ó.s á-iüóre
d*isóidered structure. The abundance of
cróss-links hinabr iñigráphitization prrióess
a"d itre p vs. HT cuwe, for examplé, differs
fioñ Éóft?árbons in that the plateau extends
io-ñigher HT. The graphitization also pro-
ceeds sorñervhat differently, as shorvn by the
existence of another plateau at higher 11?
(Fig. 16)'g. A similar situation exists with the
thermoelectric por,ver of hard carbons as a
function of HT lvhere a second small maxi-
mum is possibly present al an HT of around
3000"Ce. These differences between hard
and soft carbons are probably connected
with the two-phase graphitization occurring
in hard carbonsl3.

The study of the various electronic proper-
ties of carbons: electric resistivity, tempera-
ture coefficient of resistivity, Hall coefficient
and thermoelectric power, as a function of
HT and for interstitial compounds has made
possible a fairly complete, although at
present somewhat qualitative, picture of the
electronic processes occurring in carbons.
Further studies are being carried out which
promise to give more information with which
the nicture can be extended and refined.

la Two- and three-phase graphitization was dis-
covered by R. Franklin, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
209, 196 (1951).

HEAT TREAÍüENT TEMP ( 'C)

Frc. 16. Relative electrical resistance of a
hard carbon as a function of heat treatment
temperature for three ambient temperaturese.

field for a given z and still get absorption

suppliés illoriñation about the local field
áct;ng on the electrons. Recently the para-
magnetic resonance absorption has been
found in various types of carbons and
graphites using microlvavesl2 and this tech-
nique promises to become another useful
tool for studies of carbons.

All the above discussion referred to soft
carbons or easily graphitizable carbons.

ry:{?lg!h"t 
class of carbons madg f19m

t2 J. G. Castle, Jr.,  Phys. Rev. 92, 1063 (1953).
Paramagnetic spin resonance in graphite was
found independently by G. R. Hennig and B.
Smaller; see G. R. Hennig, B. Smaller and E.
L. Yasait is, Phys. Rev. 95, 1088 (1954).


